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Next meeting
Wednesday  

May 7th 6 PM

Annual Picnic
Note the 6 PM time

As you all should know, the June meeting at the
Brush Barn is our annual family picnic. Always
lots of  fun and a perfect time to get to know

your fellow woodworkers. Last year was a great event
because we didn’t have to hire a caterer and members
brought their BBQ’s and food to grill (for which they
were reimbursed).

Bob Wood did a fantastic job organizing the picnic but
he is unavailable this year, so we need A VOLUNTEER
MEMBER to step up to coordinate the event. We can
supply you with the list of  food and drink, and provide
the funds. We also need three BBQ grills to use, from
members, as we had last year. We already have Mr.
Softee booked, if  that could be a motivating factor for
you...

The consensus of the Board of Directors is
that if we do not find a coordinator  and
members with gril ls,  then we should cancel
the picnic,  and perhaps not meet on June
7 th.

Jean and Ed Piotrowski have offered to provide the
food and paper goods. Thanks guys!

We just now need the grills to save this event.  There
must be two among 100+ people who can strap a grill
to the roof  of  their car! I’m bringing mine to make
three.

Please reply asap if  you are one of  the two grill masters
(yes, you can flip ‘em if  you want or else pass the spat-
ula). You can reach me at twwstudio@aol.com
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JIM HEICKSECRETARY’S NOTES

Our meeting started around 7:30pm due to technical difficulties. Thanks to Mike Daum and Corey Tighe for
rectifying the issue. The Board will be expediting the purchase of  a new projector to eliminate our techni-
cal issues.  Our new guests and members for the evening were:  Warren from Deer Park, and John (friend

of  Ray Bohn).

Our Annual Picnic will be held Wednesday, June 7thstarting at 6:00PM. Special thanks to Jean and Ed Piotrowski for
volunteering to get the food for the evening. We are still in need for volunteers to bring barbecues and to cook.
Everyone is urged to bring a dessert. The Ice Cream truck will be present. The cost is $10.00 for adults, $5.00 for
children 12 and under.

Our Annual Show and Exhibit will be held Sat. Nov 11th and Sunday Nov. 12th. Setup will be Friday Nov. 10th,
starting at 9:00am. Volunteers are always needed to ensure a successful show. Projects are needed for display and pre-
senters for seminars are essential.

There will be an Executive Board Meeting on Monday, June 12th @ New Village Rec Center, 11 Wireless Road, in
Centereach. The meeting starts @ 6:30pm. Anyone wanting to speak before the board is requested to send Jim
Heick, LIW Secretary, an email with the request and topic.

Jeff  Miller, renowned Woodworker and Craftsman, will be here Oct. 20th - Oct. 22nd @ the Brush Barn. Final
details are in process. Cost will be approximately $120, subject to final details.  If  interested in attending, please con-
tact Corey Tighe (cortighe@optonline.net) so we get a head count for this event.

Congratulations goes out to the LIW Scrolling SIG for making of  over 50 handmade and painted flowers which were
donated to St. Johnland Nursing and Rehab Center in Smithtown.

Mike Luciano thanked the membership for their generous donations of  handmade items and cash donations to the
Morgan Center – Children’s Hospital.

The Morgan Center held their annual fundraiser and all the items donated generated many dollars to be put towards
programs.

Show & Tell:

Jim Hennefield presented his Krenov-style sawhorses which were created with mortise and tenon joinery.  Nice job!

Raffle winners for May were:

Eddie Altmann

Joe Pascucci

Bill Leonhardt

Our July meeting, Wednesday July 5th, will be a round robin with many members displaying various woodworking
techniques. All are urged to participate. All SIGS will be represented.
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Our presenter for the evening was our President, Mike Daum. The topic was “Perfect Prep for Finishing.”

Mike stated that “finishing is a troublesome thing.” There are many factors to consider, depending on the type and
finish. Wood characteristics, type of  finish and the surface of  the project are essential factors in determining the
results. 

There are many elements in the wood type which play a major role in the finish. Whether the wood is solid or a
veneer, hard or soft, open or closed grain can affect the finish. Certain woods are prone to blotching and need to be
preconditioned prior to finishing. Ultimately, the type of  finish wanted will determine the wood choice.

Mike demonstrated the use of  a raking light, to enhance viewing the surface of  the wood. The light will show mill
marks, jointer and planer blade ripples, router or shaper bit ripples and router bearing marks. 

Mike’s interaction with the members made for a very informative and interesting presentation. Thank you, Mike, for
sharing your knowledge with the members.
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MICHAEL R.  MITTLEMANTHE CROSSWOOD PUZZLE IS BACK!

I Wood If I Could 
Puzzle by M. Mittleman 

 
Across 

1. Reciprocating saw type 
6. Hand level 
7. Noted blind mathematician 
8. Andean animal 
9. Meranti synonym 

 

Down 
1. Hex 
2. Be-Bop-___  (1956 Gene Vincent hit) 
3. Asian/Pacific wood stronger than teak 
4. Irrigation method 
5. Aired again 

 
 

1 
 
 

2 3 4 5 

6         

7         

8         

9         

 

 

Editor’s Note: Thank’s to Michael Mittleman, we are bringing back our internationally famous Crosswood Puzzle
(and others he is working on. While he did provide the solution, it won’t be published until next month. However,
if  you want it early, we CAN be bribed.

I would also like to thank Michael. Please note that his name as Associate Editor is now on the masthead. He will
be proofreading and asssiting in editing the issue before it comes out. Welcome to the fold Michael. 
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TURNERS’ GUILD BARRY SALTSBERG

M
inutes of the Long Island Woodturners Guild meeting, April 13th, 2017 President Josiah opened the

meeting at 7:11pm. He mentioned the upcoming AAW symposium in Kansas City, June 22-25.

Jean mentioned an upcoming “Totally Turning” type event, the Mid-Atlantic Turning Symposium in Lancaster,

PA, October 27-28.

Show and Tell –

- Joe P showed his weed pot (a month early for the chapter challenge) and a square dish.

- Bob U showed a chunk of wood having  a bark inclusion that broke off and a dyed square bowl

- Ed Pio had a box elder bowl with spectacular red streaks

- Jim Clancy had 2 flower pots (also a month early for the chapter challenge)

- Gary M had a natural edge bowl and a drop-dead gorgeous segmented vessel

- The Reardon family showed a dish and a bowl, and 2 pens with a butterfly inlay

- Hank Z had a platter containing several segmented eggs (a bit late for the last chapter challenge)

Presentation

Ed Pio discussed and demonstrated  a shop-made captive tool hollowing system.

First, he discussed proportions of the small vessel he was using to demonstrate his hollowing system. He then

used a drill bit with a morse taper to drill a depth hole. Using a caliper, he determined the various diameters from

a piece he was copying.

Ed used a skew chisel to round the blank and true the ends and form a tenon. He then used a detail gouge to

shape the piece.

Now it was time to hollow the piece, using his shop-made captive tool system. It has a movable spacer to allow

it to be used as a fulcrum for the tool to pivot against. It is important that the cutting edge of the cutter is dead-

center to the workpiece.

He noted that he was using home-made cutters of 3/16” tool steel in a home-made bar stock shaft that was drilled

to receive the cutter, which was cemented  in using CA glue. The shaft was inserted into a home-made handle.

To gauge the thickness of the piece being hollowed, Ed used a laser guide from Carl Ford Woodturner (on the

web).

The laser needs to be directed at the desired thickness from the point of the cutter; a step best done with an aim-

ing card.  This is a credit card sized device marked with a center line and a cross line at the target thickness. The

proper dimension is achieved when the laser’s dot drops off the workpiece. Good demo, Ed!
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Minutes of  the Long Island Woodturners Guild, 11 May 2017

The meeting was called to order by President Mike Josiah at 7:14.

Mention was made of:
AAW symposium in Kansas City, MO, June 22-25
A gem and mineral show in Patchogue, May 20th & 21st

The Chapter Challenge for July is to make anything with a pen blank, except a pen or pencil. There is no chapter
challenge for June.

New members:
Frazer from East Marion
John from Rocky Point

Raffle - in addition to the 2 regular prizes, there were additional prizes of  wood blanks. The winners were:

Tony Fuoco
Norm Bald
Frazer (wood)
Rob DeMarco (wood)
Joe Bottiglieri (wood)

Show & Tell:
Bob Urso - dyed bowl, pen from dyed burl, weed pot
Hal Usher - many bowls, some natural edge, some of  oily tropical woods having no finish, but highly polished
from shear scraping (no sanding)
Barry Saltsberg - 3 weed pots
Mike Josiah - a very thin weed pot
Gary Mayhew - cherry hollow form, natural edge bowl, spalted maple dish
Marty Platt - elm dish with a blackened edge
The Reardons - walnut plate, poplar plate, oak dish, 4 weed pots, 1 laminated
Norm Bald - 5 bottle stoppers and a shop-made mandrel, shop-made hollowing jig with a laser thickness indicator
Charlie Felson - weed pot, flower pot, a rosewood bowl with a finish that never dried
Mark Richman - curly maple weed pot
Doug Bartow - weed pot
Jim Moloney - weed pot
Hank Zipperlin - 3 mini weed pots, bottle opener
Bill Barnhart - weed pot
Tony Fuoco - weed pot

The program for the evening was types and use of  scrapers, presented by Don Linsley from the L.I. Woodturners
Association
- A sharpened scraper has a burr on top of  the edge, which does the cutting. When the burr wears off, the scraper
must be resharpened.
- It is important that the angle at which the cutting edge addresses the wood is 90 degrees or less.
- Don showed several types of  scrapers.
- Carbide scrapers have a longer lasting edge than tool steel, but the edge is not as sharp.
- Micro-carbide is sharper than carbide, but is prone to chipping.
- Scrapers can be made from an old file; however, the steel is very brittle and can shatter.
- scraping can be done with the wing of  a bowl gouge.
- A negative rake scraper has a bevel on top of  the blade, is less aggressive than a regular scraper and can produce
a finer edge.
- Shear scraping is when the cutting edge addresses the wood at an oblique angle and can produce the finest edge.
- On the outside of  the bowl, begin scraping at the bottom of  the bowl and progress toward the rim. On the
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inside, start at the rim and work toward the bottom.

As an adjunct to Don’s presentation, Hal Usher showed and demonstrated his Stuart Batty brand scrapers.

Our thanks to Don and also to Hal for an informative presentation.
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ROLF BEUTTENMULLERLISA

Our April meeting was a fun one, as most of  them are. We were tasked with making flowers and bringing
them in for a group painting session. Some came up with their own designs. Bob Carpentier did his own
flower design.

Our resident artist Jean gave us lots of  input on how to make them both colorful and appealing. In all we created
about 50 flowers that will be taken to an assisted living facility for Mothers day.

There were a few show and tell items. Alain Tiercy brought in two really nice fretwork items, a clock and a wall hang-
ing. I brought in a Communion cross that I made for my grand nephew. Curly maple, red heart, yellow heart and a
bit of  walnut.
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BEN NAWRATHLICFM

This month’s big news caught me off  guard as much as the rest of  the group, I think.  Jim Brown will be mov-
ing to Florida part-time and has other family commitments; he doesn't feel he has time to put his heart into
being president.  Jim spoke to Norm about taking over, but Norm also has a large family and is comfortable

in his VP spot.  They asked me about taking over, at least until fall elections, and I agreed.  If  anyone would like to
take over as secretary, please let me know, because we will need the help.  It mostly involves taking notes and a few
pictures at meetings.  I think we all agree Jim has done a great job.  We will look forward to seeing him when he can
make it!

Note:  since the meeting, Bob Wood volunteered, but he will miss a couple of  sessions.  We could use more help if
anyone else would like to get involved.

Show and tell:  Don brought pictures of  his walnut table with the turned base he showed us last month.  It’s always
nice to see a follow-up/finished project.  Rob D brought a picture frame he made with curved sides.

The main topic was workbenches presented by Jim. Chris Schwarz once said your a can never be too heavy or too
long, but it can be too wide.  Keep that in mind when designing one.  Bottom line:  the whole point of  a workbench
is to provide a place to work on your projects and to help you work well.  A bench used primarily for power tools
may look very different and be a dissimilar size than one used for hand tools.

Basics: 

A workbench has to be flat!  It's a reference for everything you make.  Jim flattened his by using a router
sled just like the process used for slabs, but you can hand plane it, whatever it takes.

Rigid:  a workbench should not wiggle around when hand planing.  Good stretchers will prevent racking.
Heavy legs will keep it in place.

Height:  for hand tools, about wrist height seems to be best; that's handy especially if  it's the same height as
a table saw.  Also, making a rolling cart similar height allows it to be used as an extension.

Tool storage:  some benches have tool trays, drawers, shelves, etc. Jim H adapted his Krenov Sawhorse with
a tool caddy for all of  his most frequently used tools; he can move it around his bench as needed.

Work holding:  vises - too many can get in the way!  Dog holes allow the use of  hold-fasts and,  when in-
line with a vise, they provide lateral work holding.  Roubo-style benches have legs in line with their tops so a leg vise
can be used for long objects.  Leg vises typically have a deeper throat than side vises.

Other considerations:  is the workbench capable of  being disassembled? Is it portable (on wheels)?

Make the bench work for you.  
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Routers,Sanders,Drills and more for sale,
Dennis Taddeo 631 543 2256

I have to sell my shop; all the tools. They are currently in storage in Garden City, and need help
cataloging and sorting it. That also gives you first crack at buying them. Among the tools are a 3
HP Saw Stop; a dust collection system, Sears drill press; Lie Nielsen bench; 2 speed Delta planer;
6” Powermatic jointer; 14” bandsaw; dust collection system; Festool vacuum; router table; air com-
pressor; drills, hand tools etc.

Harry Aristodou  516-306-4780  aristidouhc@msn.com


